Cloud Classification

Challenge
Background

A local cloud watching group want to produce a tool for new starters to help them in their understanding of
different cloud types.

Requirements
The aim of the tool is to allow users to select features of the cloud they are looking at and for Rainbird to
provide them with a result of what type of cloud it is.
The result should include the name of the cloud type and an image that will allow the user to compare the
cloud to the one they are looking at.

Helpful Hint
Consider using the subset function.

Information
Cloud name: Cumulus
Cloud description: Cumulus clouds are typical of the clouds drawn by young children at school and are used
to symbolise clouds more generally. They have rounded, puffy tops and are a brilliant white colour when lit by
the sun. The bottoms of cumulus clouds are typically flat and relatively dark in colour. They are found in the
middle atmosphere.
Cloud image:

rainbird.ai

Cloud name: Stratus
Cloud description: Stratus cloud resembles fog and appears low in the atmosphere as a flat layer. They are
lacking in defining features and are varying shades of grey.
Cloud image:

Cloud name: Stratocumulus
Cloud description: Stratocumulus clouds appear low in the atmosphere in patches meaning the blue sky
can be seen in between; some say they resemble honeycomb when viewed from beneath. Stratocumulus
clouds are puffy, but not as white as cumulus clouds; they are mostly grey with small areas of white. These
clouds fall somewhere between cumulus and stratus clouds - if you spread cumulus clouds across the sky
but not into a flat layer like stratus clouds you’d get stratocumulus.
Cloud image:

Cloud name: Altocumulus
Cloud description: Altocumulus clouds are found in the middle atmosphere. They resemble sheep wool and
appear as large white and grey rounded masses. The are sometimes positioned in parallel rows.
Cloud image:

Cloud name: Cirrus
Cloud description: Cirrus means ‘curl of hair’ in Latin. As the name suggests, these clouds are thin and
wispy. They are a brilliant white colour and streak across the sky.
Cloud image:

Extra Task
Take a look at the following blog post which describes additional cloud types and how to identify them using
height (in the sky), colour and shape in more detail. This post also describes how the weather can be used to
identify different clouds.
https://blog.prepscholar.com/what-are-the-different-types-of-clouds
Adjust and expand your knowledge map accordingly.

